Measuring protein structure deviation using machine learning
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Identifying the native three-dimensional (3-D)
structure of a protein is a common problem in
bioinformatics. Previous methods in structure
prediction have focused on an energy minimization
problem, which is rooted in the observation that
thermodynamically favorable structures have the
lowest free energy. However, a more optimal
approach may be to measure the absolute energy
deviation of a decoy structure from its native structure.
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Protein Representation

Ø Each protein sample is represented with 70x70x70 Angstrom (Å)
grid where each 1x1x1 Å region contains features for one atom.

decoy

Ø Feature space is reduced from 70x70x70 Å grid to the smallest
possible rectangular prism grid without removing non-zero occupancy
values.
Ø The data is fed into the CNN using a generator function and a
batch size of 1 sample per epoch.

Small data set
100 decoy 1crnAH
5 amino acids long
Large data set
1,000 decoy 1crnAH
10 amino acids long

native

70x70x70 Å grid

3-D CNN Features

1x1x1 Å Cube

Ø One-hot encoded vector for the generic atom type (C, N, S, O)
Ø One-hot encoded vector for the positional atom type (alpha-C, beta-C, etc.)
Ø Occupancy value of a corresponding to the nearest atom given by the following formula:
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where !("! ) is the single atom occupancy of atom a with radius r% ,
and "&'( is the Van der Waals attractive force radius for atom +.

1-D CNN/ANN Model

Ø Native structures are randomly
selected with at least 80% alpha
helix composition
Ø Predicted contact maps were
reconstructed with MDS
Optimal data set
1,000 native structures
11 amino acids long

1-D CNN/ANN Features

Ø One-hot encoded vector for the amino acid (C, D, S, etc.)

3-D Energy Metrics

Ø Rosetta’s base scoring function in PyRosetta
Ø Protein contact map of a decoy structure
Ø The MSE of the decoy structure contact map
with respect to the native structure
70x70x70 Å grid

1-D Energy Metrics

Ø Root Mean Squared Distance (RMSD) of an
aligned and reconstructed 3-D protein
structure from the predicted contact map.
3-D CNN Model

Example ANN Prediction

Actual alpha carbon
Predicted alpha carbon

Target metrics

Rosetta Energy
Protein Contact Map

Sample (ptn)

MSE of Contact Map

Best Case

Worst Case

0.92 Å RMSD
3tj9A 35-45

4.35 Å RMSD
5twaA 183-193

Protein Contact Map
Primary structure

1-D CNN Model
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